IP Enforcement Service

Put Our 14 Years of Experience in
Intellectual Property to Work for You.

IP Enforcement

IP Enforcement has always been the fundamental service of
Dahe. So far Dahe has been in the IP field for about 14 years
and has provided service to about 100 international companies.
No matter in terms of case quantity or quality, Dahe is in a
leading position in the industry. Dahe is able to protect clients’
lawful rights in an efficient and effective manner.
Dahe’s IP Enforcement Service includes:
Investigation Service - Investigation is the key to a successful
case. The investigation work of Dahe includes monitoring against
key markets and hotspot areas, physical visits and collecting
evidence, conducting notarization to reserve evidence,
monitoring different kinds of internet infringements,
investigating the property status of infringers to ensure that the
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judgment can be enforced, analyzing infringement information,
building and managing the data base for infringement data so
as to track and monitor the key repeated infringers.

Dahes believe that the key to a successful investigation lies
in the thorough understanding about the product and the
industry investigated. Therefore, Dahe divides more than 40
full-time investigators into different teams. Every team is
responsible to an industry only. By doing this, we try our best to
study and understand the industry thoroughly and do the
investigation most professionally.
Administrative Raid – Dahe keeps close contact with AICs and
TSBs at different levels to ensure enforcements can be handled
timely and justly.
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Criminal Raid – Criminal cases have the strongest warning effect
on counterfeiters. Most of the core staff of Dahe have the
experience of working in the investigation department of
the Police and therefore have the professional knowledge
and rich experience about investigation. Dahe is famous
for its skill in handling large-sale and complicated
criminal cases.
IPO Action – The lawyers of Dahe have represented numbers of
clients to file complaints about patent infringements to local
Intellectual Property Office and successfully safeguarded clients’
rights.
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Trade Fair Monitoring & Enforcement – The lawyers of Dahe
represent clients to make complaints and conduct enforcement
against trade mark, patent or copyright infringements at
every Canton Fair. Besides, Dahe helps clients to secure
evidence and conduct enforcement at other trade fairs
of industries such as electronic devices and foods.

Follow-up actions after enforcement at the trade
fairs include sending Cease & Desist Letters, applying to
local authorities for administrative raids or intermediation, and
filing civil litigation.

